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But can you really look at the clunky Compaq LTE 286 laptop that [Dmitry Brant] hacked a Raspberry Pi into and honestly say it’s a machine worthy of historical preservation? The 30+ year old ...
Compaq 286 Laptop Gets Raspberry Transfusion
The best gaming laptop on the market today can come pretty close to matching the power of a modern desktop gaming PC, meaning you don’t have to stop playing while on your travels. In fact ...
Best gaming laptop in 2022
Finding the right laptop is hard work. Do you go with Intel or AMD? What about memory and storage type? If you’re feeling overwhelmed, don’t worry. We’ve got you covered. Whether you’re ...
Best laptop deals: Top picks from budget to extreme
If you're looking to buy today then you can find some terrific bargains already, so you won't have to wait until the main Black Friday laptop deals get underway in the weeks ahead. There's already ...
Best laptop deals in October 2022
I've been with PCMag since October 2017, covering a wide range of topics, including consumer electronics, cybersecurity, social media, networking, and gaming. Prior to working at PCMag, I was a ...
Upgradable Laptop Maker Framework Expands Into Chromebooks
It's a new year, which means it's highly likely we're going to be getting a new Surface Laptop at some point soon. The last Surface Laptop shipped in the spring of 2021, dubbed "Surface Laptop 4 ...
Surface Laptop 5: Everything we know so far
If you’re going to be on Zoom meetings for any amount of time, you want your laptop to be positioned in a way that aligns your neck and spine. The best laptop stands for Zoom meetings are ...
The 7 Best Laptop Stands For Zoom Meetings
If you’re on the hunt for a powerful, portable laptop that can crush workloads and look good doing it, we’ve found the perfect deal for you today. Costco’s selling the Lenovo Slim 7i for ...
Save $300 on this luxurious, yet potent Lenovo laptop
This week the Framework Chromebook was announced as the first modular ChromeOS laptop. The ideas behind Framework are ambitious, to say the least, but how will this Chromebook version differ from ...
Framework Laptop Chromebook Edition
Josh Goldman helps people find the best laptop at the best price -- from simple Chromebooks to high-end gaming laptops. He's been writing about and reviewing consumer technology and software for ...
HP Pavilion Plus Laptop (14-inch) Review: Budget OLED Beauty
HP is one of the best laptop brands out there and has an incredible variety of them to pick from, whether you want a beastly gaming laptop or a more versatile and budget-friendly business or ...
We can’t believe how cheap this HP laptop deal is
Best Buy is offering a new 14-inch Asus laptop for just $169.99 (opens in new tab). You’ll want to run, not walk, to snap up this deal as this is one of the cheapest ways of getting straight ...
Get 51% off a brand new 14-inch Asus laptop from Best Buy
Since these chips are aimed at commercial and enterprise customers, AMD typically sells and supports Ryzen Embedded chips for at least 10 years. But the company also releases new chips less frequently ...
AMD launches Ryzen Embedded V3000 chips with Zen 3 CPU cores
While a dedicated home office is ideal, investing in a laptop stand is an easy and affordable way to keep you from crouching over your laptop causing avoidable aches and pains. Add the essentials ...
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